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Measurements at low energies provide interesting indirect information about masses of particles that are (so
far) too heavy to be produced directly. Motivated by recent progress in consistently and rigorously calculating
electroweak precision observables and flavour related observables, we derive the preferred value for mh in the
Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (CMSSM), obtained from a fit taking into account elec-
troweak precision data, flavour physics observables and the abundance of Cold Dark Matter. No restriction is
imposed on mh itself: the experimental bound from direct Higgs boson search at LEP is not included in the fit.
A multi-parameter χ2 is minimized with respect to the free parameters of the CMSSM, M0, M1/2, A0, tan β. A
statistical comparison with the Standard Model fit to the electroweak precision data is made. The preferred value
for the lightest Higgs boson mass in the CMSSM is found to be mCMSSMh = 110
+8
−10 (exp.) ± 3 (theo.) GeV/c
2,
where the first uncertainty is experimental and the second uncertainty is theoretical. This value is compatible
with the limit from direct Higgs boson search at LEP.
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1. Introduction
Low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY) is a prom-
ising candidate for new physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model (SM). The Minimal Supersymmet-
ric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM)
has all SM multiplets extended to SUSY mul-
tiplets. The Higgs sector of the MSSM with
two scalar doublets accommodates five physical
Higgs bosons: the light and heavy CP-even h
and H, the CP-odd A, and the charged Higgs
bosons H±. In the MSSM no specific assumptions
are made about the underlying SUSY-breaking
mechanism, and a parametrization of all possi-
ble soft SUSY-breaking terms is used, introduc-
ing more than 100 new parameters in addition to
those of the SM. While in principle these param-
eters could be independent of each other, experi-
mental constraints from flavour-changing neutral
currents, electric dipole moments, etc. seem to
favour a certain degree of universality among the
soft SUSY-breaking parameters. More precisely,
present data favour models where the breaking
of flavour universality is induced only by the
Yukawa interaction, as in the general Minimal
Flavour Violating scenario [1]. The assumption
1
2that the soft SUSY-breaking parameters are com-
pletely flavour blind at some high input scale,
before renormalization, is frequently employed
to further reduce the number of free parame-
ters. The model focussed on in this paper, based
on this simplification, is the Constrained MSSM
(CMSSM), in which all the soft SUSY-breaking
scalar masses are assumed to be universal (M0) at
the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale, as are the
soft SUSY-breaking gaugino masses (M1/2) and
trilinear couplings (A0). Additional parameters
at the electroweak scale are (after imposing cor-
rect electroweak symmetry breaking) tanβ, the
ratio of the two vacuum expectation values, and
the sign of the Higgs mixing parameter, µ. All
other parameters at the electroweak scale, includ-
ing the Higgs boson masses, can be obtained from
the CMSSM parameters by the help of renoma-
lization group equations (RGE). This very min-
imal model is sometimes referred to as minimal
super-gravity (mSUGRA).
Measurements at low energies provide interest-
ing indirect information about masses of parti-
cles that are (so far) too heavy to be produced
directly. It is well known [2,3] that predicting
the masses of SUSY particles using low-energy
precision data is more difficult than it was for
the top-quark mass due to the decoupling of the
heavy sparticles. Nevertheless, several early anal-
yses [4,5,6,7,8,9] involving precision data have
been performed in the context of the uncon-
strained MSSM. More recently, many studies
have been performed to extract the preferred val-
ues for the CMSSM parameters using low-energy
precision data, bounds from astrophysical ob-
servables and flavour related observables [10,11,
12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25]. These
analyses differ in the precision observables that
have been considered, the level of sophistication
of the theory predictions that have been used
and the way the statistical analysis has been
performed. This latter point is developed be-
low. Motivated by recent progress in consistently
and rigorously calculating electroweak precision
observables [26,27,28,29] and by new numerical
studies of flavour related observables [30,31,32] in
the context of the MSSM, this study combines the
most recent results from these observables in the
framework of the CMSSM and extends the work
presented in Ref. [33].
One of the most important predictions of the
MSSM is the existence of a light neutral Higgs bo-
son, with an upper bound mh <∼ 135 GeV/c
2 [26,
34] (including loop corrections). This bound sen-
sitively depends on mt, with δmh/δmt ≈ 1 [35].
It incorporates parametric uncertainties from the
experimental errors ofmt and the other input pa-
rameters, as well as uncertainties from unknown
higher-order corrections. The upper bound on
mh for mt = 170.9 GeV/c
2, neglecting theoreti-
cal uncertainties, is about 129 GeV/c2 [26,34,36].
Within the CMSSM, due to the lack of freedom to
arrange all soft SUSY-breaking parameters inde-
pendently, the upper bound is reduced by about
8 GeV/c2 to ∼ 127 GeV/c2 [27,37] (for scalar top
masses not much larger than a few TeV/c2). On
the other hand, the direct search for a Higgs bo-
son at LEP [38,39] (and to a lesser extent at the
Tevatron [40,41,42,43,44]) already imposes strong
limits on the SM and (C)MSSM parameter space.
Within the SM, the fit of the Higgs boson mass
obtained from precision data yields [45]:
mSMH = 76
+33
−24 GeV/c
2, (1)
with an upper limit of 144 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L.
Here, the recently obtained lower value of mt [46]
plays an important role, and increases the ten-
sion with the direct experimental limit obtained
at LEP [38]:
mh > 114.4 GeV/c
2 at 95% C.L. (2)
The corresponding bound within the MSSM can
be substantially lower due to a reduced ZZh cou-
pling or due to different, more complicated de-
cay modes of the Higgs bosons [39]. It has
been shown [15,47], however, that, within the
CMSSM, these mechanisms cannot be realised
and, consequently, the experimental lower bound
of 114.4 GeV/c2 can be applied. This limit leaves
only a very small part of the parameter space un-
excluded, taking into account the theoretical up-
per bound of ∼ 127 GeV/c2.
The aim of this paper is to derive the preferred
value for mh in the CMSSM, from a fit taking
into account electroweak precision data, flavour
physics observables and the abundance of Cold
3Dark Matter (CDM) [48]. No restrictions on mh
itself are imposed, i.e. the experimental bound
from direct Higgs boson search at LEP is left out
of the fit. A multi-parameter fit is performed by
scanning the free parameters of the CMSSM,M0,
M1/2, A0 and tanβ, as well as several other SM
parameters, including the top-quark mass mt. In
order to comply with the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon, only positive values of µ
are considered [49,50].
Indirect determinations of the lightest MSSM
Higgs boson mass using precision data have been
performed in the context of the CMSSM in the
literature [10,15,16,17,18,20,21,22,23,24,25,37,47,
51]. In most cases, however, the direct search
bound from LEP was a priori included [22,23,25].
In Ref. [18], preferred mh values have already
been obtained, yielding best-fit values ofmh close
to 113 − 115 GeV/c2, depending on tanβ. Ref-
erence [18] used all relevant observables (poten-
tially) sensitive to SUSY corrections and per-
formed the analysis with and without taking into
account the LEP bound on mh. In that CMSSM
scan, however, certain parameters were fixed, e.g.
tanβ = 10, 50. In the present work instead, the
full CMSSM parameter space is scanned and the
χ2 is minimised with respect to all parameters,
without any restrictions or constraints on mh.
This procedure facilitates a comparison of the
CMSSM prediction with the SM prediction and
allows one to use the goodness-of-fit of fit proba-
bilities to discuss a possible experimental prefer-
ence of the precision data for the CMSSM or the
SM hypothesis.
2. Multi-parameter Fit to Experimental
Observables
The observables taken into account in the
fit are listed in Table 1. The RGE run-
ning from the GUT to the electroweak scale
is performed with the help of the program
SoftSusy [62]. At the electroweak scale, the cal-
culations of flavour physics observables are based
on Refs. [30,56], electroweak precision observables
on Refs. [28,29,50], Higgs boson observables on
FeynHiggs [26,34,36,61], and the CDM density on
micrOMEGAs [56,59,60]. All calculations are com-
bined by a single steering code [33], which takes
advantage of the SUSY Les Houches Accord [63]
to ensure consistency of the input parameters.
Based on these observables, a global χ2 func-
tion is defined, which combines all calculations
with experimental constraints:
χ2 =
N∑
i
(Ci − Pi)
2
σ(Ci)2 + σ(Pi)2
+
M∑
i
(fobsSMi − f
fit
SMi
)2
σ(fSMi)
2
Here N is the number of observables studied,
each Ci represents an experimentally measured
value (constraint) and each Pi defines a CMSSM
parameter-dependent prediction for the corre-
sponding constraint. Each predicted CMSSM pa-
rameter set {Pi} is checked to ensure that none of
the LEP experimental limits on sparticle masses
are violated [64,65,66,67]. The M standard
model parameters fSM = {∆αhad(mZ),mt,mZ}
are included as fit parameters and constrained
to be within their current experimental resolu-
tion σ(fSM). This procedure ensures that the un-
certainties of the most relevant standard model
parameters are properly included in the multi-
parameter χ2 fit. Particular care has been taken
to ensure that all theoretically predicted observ-
ables, Pi, are consistently defined and calculated
at loop level [33]. In the case where the constraint
on mh is applied (Eq. 2), its experimental error
is parameterized from the χ2 distribution of the
measurement [38], and a theoretical uncertainty
of 3 GeV/c2 is set on its prediction [26,27].
A fit is then performed to determine the com-
patibility of a given set of CMSSM parameters
with the experimental constraints defined in Ta-
ble 1. The minimization of the χ2 is carried out
by initially sampling the parameter space with
Monte Carlo “pseudo-experiments.” With each
pseudo-experiment the χ2 is determined by mini-
mizing over all free parameters using the package
Minuit [68]. Once a multi-dimensional region of
interest is identified, Minuit is used to precisely
locate the χ2 minima.
This work builds upon previous studies but
differs from them in several respects. First, in
Ref. [18], tanβ was fixed to 10, 50, A0 was varied
as 0, ±1, ±2 M1/2, andM0 was fixed to yield the
correct amount of CDM. A two-dimensional χ2
4Observable Th. Source Ex. Source Constraint Add. Th. Unc.
∆α
(5)
had(mZ) [52] [53] 0.02758± 0.00035 –
mZ [GeV/c
2] [52] [53] 91.1875± 0.0021 –
ΓZ [GeV/c
2] [52] [53] 2.4952± 0.0023 0.001
σ0had [nb] [52] [53] 41.540± 0.037 –
Rl [52] [53] 20.767± 0.025 –
Afb(ℓ) [52] [53] 0.01714± 0.00095 –
Aℓ(Pτ ) [52] [53] 0.1465 ± 0.0032 –
Rb [52] [53] 0.21629 ± 0.00066 –
Rc [52] [53] 0.1721 ± 0.003 –
Afb(b) [52] [53] 0.0992 ± 0.0016 –
Afb(c) [52] [53] 0.0707 ± 0.0035 –
Ab [52] [53] 0.923 ± 0.020 –
Ac [52] [53] 0.670 ± 0.027 –
Aℓ(SLD) [52] [53] 0.1513 ± 0.0021 –
sin2 θℓw(Qfb) [52] [53] 0.2324 ± 0.0012 –
mW [GeV/c
2] [52] [53] 80.398± 0.025 0.010
mt [GeV/c
2] [52] [53] 170.9± 1.8 –
BRSUSYb→sγ /BR
SM
b→sγ [54] [55] 1.13 ± 0.12 0.15
BRBs→µ+µ− [56] [55] < 8.0× 10
−8 0.02× 10−8
aSUSYµ − a
SM
µ [50] [49,57,58] (29.5± 8.7)× 10
−10 2.0× 10−10
Ωh2 [56,59,60] [48] 0.113± 0.009 0.012
mh [GeV/c
2] [26,34,36,61] [38] see text see text
Table 1
List of experimental constraints used in this work. The values and errors shown are the current best
understanding of these constraints. The rightmost column displays additional theoretical uncertainties
taken into account when implementing these constraints in the CMSSM. The constraint on mh is only
used in the first part of this study.
scan over M1/2 and A0 was then performed, and
provided information about preferred regions in
the CMSSM parameter space. In the study pre-
sented here instead, all free parameters are placed
in the overall χ2 minimum by the fit, thus remov-
ing the need to fix any model parameters during
the scans. Indeed, in the present work, only ex-
perimental constraints are imposed when deriving
confidence level contours, without any direct con-
straints on model parameters themselves. Hence,
the results presented here have a clearer statisti-
cal meaning and are more general with respect to
previous studies.
Second, in Ref. [14] a likelihood analysis of the
CMSSM parameter space was performed, but mh
was not emphasized. Third, in Refs. [19,20,21,
22,23,24], Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques
were employed to sample the entire CMSSM pa-
rameter space with respect to the likelihoods and
the Bayesian posterior probabilities. The result-
ing probabilty distributions are usually graphi-
cally displayed in two-dimensional planes by in-
tegrating over the unseen dimensions. Given
the limited experimental precision of the data,
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Figure 1. Left: Two parameter contour in the (tanβ, M0) plane with 68% (dotted) and 95% (solid)
confidence level regions. The two dotted regions together represent 68% total probability. Right: Two
parameter contour in the (M1/2, A0) plane with 68% (dotted) and 95% (solid) confidence level regions.
Darker shading corresponds to higher confidence level.
these probability maps are somewhat dependent
on the subjective prejudice that went into the
original parameterization of the priors on the
CMSSM parameters (see also the discussion in
Ref. [23]). Although the Bayesian analyses in
[19,20,21,22,23,24] provide interesting informa-
tion on what to expect at future colliders, the
prior dependence can be avoided by the use of a
purely χ2 based fit as done in Ref. [18]. Fur-
ther, the χ2 probability, P (χ2, Ndof), properly
accounts for the number of degrees of freedom,
Ndof , and thus represents a quantitative mea-
sure for the quality-of-fit. Hence P (χ2, Ndof)
can be used to estimate the absolute probabil-
ity with which the CMSSM describes the exper-
imental data. In the present study, P (χ2, Ndof)
is found to have a flat distribution using Monte
Carlo pseudo-experiments, thus yielding a reli-
able estimate of the confidence level. The use
of pseudo-experiments has another advantage in
that no assumptions of Gaussian behaviour have
to be made. This leads to a robust estimate of the
68% and 95% confidence level contours where, for
multiple separated contours of the same probabil-
ity, individual probabilities are added in order to
obtain the desired total probability. This prop-
erty of the frequentist approach was also recently
exploited in Ref. [23] by using profile likelihoods.
In addition, unlike the present work, the anal-
yses of Refs. [19,20,21,22,23,24] apply the direct
experimental search results from LEP when esti-
mating the most probable value for mh.
Finally, by using the complete set of flavour
and electroweak observables listed in Table 1, this
work exploits additional experimental informa-
tion compared to other studies. (A very similar
set has, however, been used in Ref. [18].)
3. Results
Using the χ2 function defined in Section 2, the
CMSSM parameter space is explored. The re-
gions of the CMSSM parameter space that are
still consistent with all existing data, includ-
ing the bound on mh from direct LEP searches
(Eq. 2) but neglecting the Tevatron bounds on
the Higgs sector, are first focussed on. In order
to map these regions, contours involving tanβ,
M0, M1/2, and A0 are shown in Fig. 1. The
6left plot of Fig. 1 displays a two parameter con-
tour in the (tanβ, M0) plane and illustrates the
68% (dotted) and 95% (solid) confidence level re-
gions. A corridor with two distinct minima is
observed along the diagonal. The globally pre-
ferred minimum corresponds to small tanβ and
small M0, while the second, less preferred mini-
mum (∆χ2 ≈ 1.8 between the two minima) cor-
responds to large tanβ and relatively larger M0.
For completeness, the right plot of Fig. 1 displays
the contours in the (M1/2, A0) plane. In addition
to LEP experimental limits that are included in
the fit, the sparticle spectrum is checked to be
compatible with the latest limits from searches
at the Tevatron [69]. The CMSSM parameters
at the globally preferred minimum are listed in
Table 2, together with their 1-sigma error. The
corresponding sparticle mass spectrum is shown
in Fig. 2, just for illustrative purposes.
CMSSM parameter Preferred value
M0 (85
+40
−25) GeV/c
2
M1/2 (280
+140
−30 ) GeV/c
2
A0 (−360
+300
−140) GeV/c
2
tanβ 10+9
−4
sgn(µ) +1 (fixed)
Table 2
Values of the CMSSM parameters at the glob-
ally preferred χ2 minimum, and corresponding 1-
sigma errors. The lower limit of Eq. 2 is included.
Other studies [18,22] have found qualitatively
similar behaviour. Because this work uses a tra-
ditional χ2 fit, however, the χ2 probability can
be used to estimate how well the CMSSM de-
scribes the experimental data. At the global min-
imum, the CMSSM describes the experimental
data rather well, giving a χ2 of 17.34 per 14 de-
grees of freedom, which corresponds to a fit prob-
ability of 24%. For comparison, the SM describes
the same electroweak experimental data (with the
LEP bound onmH imposed; excluding the flavour
physics observables, aµ and the CDM constraint)
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Figure 2. Mass spectrum of super-symmetric par-
ticles at the globally preferred χ2 minimum. Par-
ticles with mass difference smaller than 5 GeV/c2
have been grouped together.
with a χ2 of 19.4 per 14 degrees of freedom, or a
fit probability of 15% [45].
Now we turn to the case where the bound on
mh from direct Higgs boson search at LEP are
not incorporated and the preferred mh values in
the CMSSM can be derived. The main result of
this study is given as a one parameter scan in the
lightest Higgs boson mass, presented in Fig. 3.
The χ2 is minimized with respect to all CMSSM
parameters for each point of this scan. Therefore,
∆χ2 = 1 represents the 68% confidence level un-
certainty on mh. Since the direct Higgs boson
search limit from LEP is not used in this scan
(unlike other studies [22,25]) the lower bound on
mh arises as a consequence of indirect constraints
only.
Several interesting features are worth noting.
There is a well defined minimum, leading to a
prediction of the light neutral Higgs boson mass
of
mCMSSMh = 110
+8
−10 (exp.)± 3 (theo.) GeV/c
2 (3)
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Figure 3. Left: Scan of the lightest Higgs boson mass versus ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min. The curve is the result
of a CMSSM fit using all of the available constraints listed in Table 1, except the limit on mh. The
red (dark gray) band represents the total theoretical uncertainty from unknown higher-order corrections,
and the dark shaded area on the right above 127 GeV/c2 is theoretically inaccessible (see text). Right:
Scan of the Higgs boson mass versus ∆χ2 for the SM (blue/light gray), as determined by [45] using all
available electroweak constraints, and for comparison, with the CMSSM scan superimposed (red/dark
gray). The blue band represents the total theoretical uncertainty on the SM fit from unknown higher-order
corrections.
where the first, asymmetric uncertainties are ex-
perimental and the second uncertainty is theo-
retical (from the unknown higher-order correc-
tions to mh [26]). The result obtained here is
in good agreement with the previous results in
Ref. [18], where a simpler χ2 analysis has been
performed. The fact that the minimum in Fig. 3
is sharply defined is a general consequence of the
MSSM, where the neutral Higgs boson mass is
not a free parameter. After including radiative
corrections [26,34,70,71,72], mh is a well-defined
function of the gauge couplings, mt, mZ and
soft SUSY-breaking parameters. The theoreti-
cal upper bound mh <∼ 135(127) GeV/c
2 in the
(C)MSSM explains the sharper rise of the ∆χ2
at large mh values and the asymmetric uncer-
tainty. In the SM, mH is a free parameter and
only enters (at leading order) logarithmically in
the prediction of the precision observables. In
the (C)MSSM this logarithmic dependence is still
present, but in addition mh depends on mt and
the SUSY parameters, mainly from the scalar top
sector. The low-energy SUSY parameters in turn
are all connected via RGEs to the GUT scale pa-
rameters. The sensitivity on mh in the present
analysis is therefore the combination of the indi-
rect constraints on the four free CMSSM param-
eters and the fact that mh is directly predicted
in terms of these parameters. This sensitivity
also gives rise to the fact that the fit result in
the CMSSM is less affected by the uncertainties
from unknown higher-order corrections in the pre-
dictions of the electroweak precision observables.
While the theoretical uncertainty of the CMSSM
fit (red/dark gray band in Fig. 3) is dominated by
the higher-order uncertainties in the prediction
for mh, the theoretical uncertainty of the SM fit
(blue/light gray band in Fig. 3) is dominated by
the higher-order uncertainties in the prediction
for the effective weak mixing angle, sin2 θeff [73].
8The most striking feature is that even with-
out the direct experimental lower limit from LEP
of 114.4 GeV/c2 (Eq. 2), the CMSSM prefers a
Higgs boson mass which is quite close to and com-
patible with this bound. From the curve in Fig. 3,
the value of the χ2 at the LEP limit corresponds
to a probability of 20% (including theoretical er-
rors in the red band). This probability may be
compared with the SM, where the indirect con-
straints on mH implies m
SM
H = 76
+33
−24 GeV/c
2, or
a 12% χ2 probability at the LEP limit (including
theoretical errors from the blue band). While the
tight mass range in the prediction of mCMSSMh is
a general expectation of the MSSM, the fact that
the CMSSM prediction is in slightly better agree-
ment with data than the SM prediction is a non-
trivial result. The SM fits the experimental data
reasonably well; however, the preferred value of
its only free parameter (mH) implies a rather low
Higgs boson mass. The CMSSM fits the same
experimental data, supplemented by the flavour
physics observables, aµ and the CDM constraint,
(Fig. 4) equally well (or slightly better) and the
preferred values of its free parameters are such
that the Higgs boson is predicted to be in better
agreement with the Higgs boson searches at LEP.
Interestingly enough, the CMSSM prediction is
consistent with the possibility that the slight ex-
cess of Higgs-like events observed by LEP [39,74]
could indeed stem from a SM-like Higgs boson.
The pulls for the CMSSM, defined to be the
difference between the measured value and the
fit value normalized by the measurement uncer-
tainty, are shown in the left plot of Fig. 4 (still
excluding mh from the fit). They demonstrate
that the CMSSM describes the data well, provid-
ing a χ2 of 17.0 per 13 degrees of freedom, or a
20% goodness-of-fit probability. This result may
be compared with the pulls of the experimental
observables used in a SM fit to electroweak data
provided by [45], displayed in the right plot of
Fig. 4. The SM fit results in a χ2 of 18.2 per
13 degrees of freedom, or a 15% goodness-of-fit
probability [45].
It should be noted that a key role in the de-
termination of CMSSM parameters is played by
the CDM constraints, b → sγ and aµ. As shown
in Fig. 4, it is essentially impossible to distin-
guish between SM and CMSSM predictions in
the electroweak precision observables. Indeed,
because of the decoupling of virtual effects in-
duced by sparticle loops, these observables pro-
vide mainly exclusion bounds on the sparticle
spectrum. On the other hand, the three men-
tioned observables/constraints provide a first clue
concerning the size of deviations from the SM
(CDM cannot be explained in the SM, aµ is in
disagreement with the SM by more than 3 σ (us-
ing e+e− input data for the hadronic vacuum po-
larization) and b → sγ agrees reasonably well
with the SM prediction), which is essential in con-
straining the CMSSM parameter space. In par-
ticular, CDM constraints and aµ are essential to
extract upper bounds onM1/2 andM0 as a func-
tion of tanβ and to fix the sign of µ, while the
addition of b → sγ plays a key role in further
constraining M1/2 vs. tanβ [30,31].
4. Conclusion and outlook
External constraints possess the potential to
severely restrict new physics model parame-
ters [10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,
25]. However, when identifying regions of pa-
rameter space that are compatible with external
constraints using high precision fits, it is impor-
tant to rigorously enforce consistent definitions
and predictions across all of the used experimen-
tal observables. By including such considerations
with care, a statistical analysis of the CMSSM
has been performed, which allows all parameters
to vary freely. Figure 4 suggests that the CMSSM
provides a good description, perhaps even slightly
better than the SM, of the external experimental
constraints used in this study. The use of a χ2 fit
also allowed the result to be directly interpreted
in terms of confidence levels. Also, in the context
of CMSSM fits, for the first time, a full scan of the
lightest MSSM Higgs boson mass has been per-
formed, without incorporating the experimental
bound from direct Higgs boson search at LEP.
The fit results can be compared with the scan
of the SM Higgs boson, in the context of elec-
troweak fits [45]. Without taking into account
the existing LEP limit on the Higgs boson mass,
the current indirect constraints on the CMSSM
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0,l
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)
τ
(PlA 0.1465± 0.0032 0.1481
bR 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21586
cR 0.1721± 0.0030 0.1722
0,b
fbA 0.0992± 0.0016 0.1038
0,c
fbA 0.0707± 0.0035 0.0742
bA 0.923± 0.020 0.935
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(SLD)lA 0.1513± 0.0021 0.1481
)
fb
(Qlept
effθ
2sin 0.2324± 0.0012 0.2314
 [GeV]Wm 80.398± 0.025 80.374
 [GeV]tm 170.9 ± 1.8 171.3
 [GeV]WΓ 2.140 ± 0.060 2.091
CMSSM Standard Model
Figure 4. Left: Difference between the measured value and the fit value normalized by the measurement
uncertainty, also known as “pulls,” for all observables used in the CMSSM fit to experimental constraints.
Right: Latest pulls for the SM as provided by [45]. The lower limit of Eq. 2 is not included in these fits.
lead to a preferred range of the lightest Higgs bo-
son mass of 110+8
−10 (exp.) ± 3 (theo.) GeV/c
2, in
agreement with previous analyses [18]. This value
is significantly heavier than the SM prediction of
76+33
−24 GeV/c
2 [45]. Finally the χ2 probabilities
of the fits indicate that, without imposing the
LEP experimental lower limit on the Higgs bo-
son mass, both the CMSSM and SM describe the
current experimental data reasonably well, but a
slightly higher goodness-of-fit in the CMSSM hy-
pothesis (20% χ2 probability) compared with the
SM (15% χ2 probability) is observed. If the LEP
lower bound is imposed in the fit, the goodness-of-
fit for the CMSSM fit increases to 24% compared
to the SM fit with 15%.
Future improvements on the experimental [75]
and theoretical side should increase the sensitivity
to new-physics parameters. Furthermore, similar
studies in the framework of less restricted models,
with more free parameters than the CMSSM, are
foreseen [17,18]. In particular, the study of indi-
rect constrained fits in the context of a reduced
MSSM parameter set directly defined at the elec-
troweak scale [33] can potentially provide impor-
tant information on the SUSY Lagrangian (and
complements analyses using future direct mea-
surements [76,77]). Such studies have the advan-
tage that the extracted parameters are defined at
a scale similar to experimental observables, mak-
ing the interpretation of potential new physics
discoveries easier.
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